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Thermaltake Level 20 GT
RGB Plus E-ATX Full Tower
Rotational Expansion Slot
Type-C Modular Gaming
Computer Case

$289.99
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Short Description
The Level 20 GT RGB Plus is the premium full tower in the level 20 range – specially outfitted with RGB Plus
products. Level 20 GT RGB Plus features four tempered glass panels with locking hinged doors, E-ATX
motherboard support and a removable power cover.
The Level 20 GT RGB comes preinstalled with two Riing Plus 20 RGB in the front & one Riing Plus 14 RGB fans
in the rear. These RGB Plus fans are custom-designed to work with our AI Voice Control software, as well as
with Amazon Alexa. The lighting effects can also be synchronized with Razer’s RGB products via Razer
Chroma software.
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Description
The Level 20 GT RGB Plus is the premium full tower in the level 20 range – specially outfitted with RGB Plus
products. Level 20 GT RGB Plus features four tempered glass panels with locking hinged doors, E-ATX
motherboard support and a removable power cover.
The Level 20 GT RGB comes preinstalled with two Riing Plus 20 RGB in the front & one Riing Plus 14 RGB fans
in the rear. These RGB Plus fans are custom-designed to work with our AI Voice Control software, as well as
with Amazon Alexa. The lighting effects can also be synchronized with Razer’s RGB products via Razer
Chroma software.
The Level 20 GT RGB takes our latest case innovations and wraps them in an ultra-modern style that’s utterly
unique in the case market today.
Stand out from the crowd with the Level 20.

Features
Tt LCS Certified
Tt LCS Certified is a Thermaltake exclusive certification applied to only products that pass the design and
hardcore enthusiasts standards that a true LCS chassis should be held to. The Tt LCS certification was created
so that we at Thermaltake can designate to all power users which chassis have been tested to be best
compatible with extreme liquid cooling configurations to ensure you get the best performance from the best
features and fitment.

TT RGB PLUS
TT RGB PLUS Ecosystem is the intelligent lighting system for PCs that combines the most advanced
addressable LED lighting with Thermaltake’s patented TT RGB PLUS Software. TT RGB PLUS ecosystem
provides nearly unlimited possibilities for playing with colors, synchronizing lights to games, music, CPU
temperatures or other TT RGB PLUS products, including case fans, CPU/VGA waterblocks, AIO CPU coolers,
PSUs, LED strips, gaming keyboards, headsets, mice and mouse pad. The patented software allows users to
change the light modes, colors, speeds, brightness, fan speeds, and even supports AI voice control in iOS and
Android devices.

Patented TT RGB PLUS Software & App
Monitor the fan performance, adjust the fan speeds, and customize the lighting effects for Thermaltake RGB
PLUS series products with the patented TT RGB PLUS Software and an exclusively designed mobile app.
*Compatibility:
– For desktop: Requires TT RGB PLUS Software 1.1.5 version or later.
– For iOS: Requires iOS 10.0 or later.
– For Android: Requires Android 5.0.0 or later with screen resolution 1920 x 1080.
SyncALL, Say “Hello TT” Thermaltake AI Voice Control
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Talking to TT RGB PLUS App is an easier, faster way to set lights for your systems. You can ask it to turn the
lights on or off, switch lights modes, dim the lights, change light colors, or adjust lights speeds or fan speeds.
Choose a video from below to see how it works.
*Compatibility:
– For desktop: Requires TT RGB PLUS Software 1.1.5 version or later.
– For iOS: Requires iOS 10.0 or later.
– For Android: Requires Android 5.0.0 or later with screen resolution 1920 x 1080.

Preinstalled with 2 Riing Plus 20 RGB and 1 Riing Plus 14 RGB Fans
Thermaltake Riing Plus 20/14 Fan TT Premium Edition. 120mm/140mm high-static pressure fans with a
patented 16.8 million colors LED ring and 12 addressable LEDs, the Riing Plus 20/14 RGB features
compression blades and hydraulic bearing, and can be controlled by the patented TT RGB PLUS Software and
AI interactive voice control.
Profiles
Conveniently control all fans and customize the lights at the same time by setting up to five profiles for each
fan controller. Each controller your system connected is displayed at the top left of the interface for you to
quickly access. Within each profile, you can check which fan is set to what operating speed and lighting effect.
You can even “SAVE” and apply the settings to other fan controllers your system is running.

Fan Speeds
Simply drag the slider bar to adjust your fan speed RPM on a dedicated control panel. The software is also
included a number of preset fan modes that allow you to set the fans to ‘Silent Mode’ where the RPM
performs between a 500 – 640 RPM range, or ‘Performance Mode’ which operates and dynamically adjusts all
the way up to 1000 RPM. Besides running at the optimal RPM range, you can customize the speed by
disabling PWM.

Fan Alert
The software offers real-time fan warning alerts when performance operating issues have emerged. The
control panel of the failed fan will be grey out, so you can quickly identify which fan is causing issues.

Color Palette
Immediately personalize your lighting with the recommended color palette. You can change colors and
brigthness for the LED ring which featrues 16.8 million colors, or 12 single LEDs where the lights can be
adjusted individually. You also can let each LED display a specific color. Press”Color”, enter the decimal color
coded, and then save it.

Sync with Razer Chroma Lighting
All Thermaltake TT RGB PLUS products are able to connect into the Razer Chroma ecosystem. Users who
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have installed both the TT RGB PLUS Software and Razer Synapse 3 can experience synchronized gaming and
RGB lighting effects on their TT RGB PLUS liquid cooling system and gaming gear! From cooldown timers,
health bars, and flashy ultimate indicators, to subtle ambient lighting that sets the perfect mood for each
game, Razer Chroma provides an experience that transcends the screen and into your full setup, for a truly
immersive experience.

Works with Amazon Alexa
All Thermaltake TT RGB PLUS products support Amazon Alexa Voice Service, allowing you to control the lights
or fan speeds by talking to the Alexa-enabled device. With the support of Amazon Alexa, TT RGB PLUS
products also offer an additional visual cue for checking current weather condition in your locaiton or
anywhere in the world. All you have to do is simply starting the sentence with “Alexa, tell Thermaltake”, then
the lighting color will correspond to the weather condition in the location.

Superior Hardware and Liquid Cooling Support
The Level 20 GT RGB supports up to E-ATX motherboards, CPU coolers up to 200mm in height, VGA lengths
up to 310mm and PSU sizes up to 220mm in length.
On top of this, the GT is also fully capable of housing a complete liquid cooling system, including our range of
PR-22 pumps and RGB Plus hardware.

Patented Rotational PCI-E 8 Slots Design
Our brand new rotational PCI-E system allows you to stack multiple GPUs either vertically or horizontally,
depending on how you want to build your system.

Vertical Radiator Placement
Whether you’re building a custom loop or running an AIO CPU cooler, the Level 20 GT RGB lets you mount
your radiator against the back panel to show off your RGB fans. The back panel provides adequate exhaust
while putting your RGB fans on display, with support for up to a 420mm radiator as well as radiator support
on the front and top of the chassis.

Power Cover Design
The Level 20 GT RGB is designed with a removable power cover, which can be used to organize unused cables
to make for a tidy-looking system.

Four Tempered Glass Panels
The Level 20 GT RGB features tempered glass panels on the front, top and both sides. The left and right
hinged doors are also equipped with smart lock security systems to secure the inner components of your
case.
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Modern I/O Support (USB Type-C™ & USB 3.0)
The top-right panel features two USB 3.0 and two USB 2.0 data transfer ports, along with one USB 3.1 Type-C
port
DMD: Dismantlable Modular Design
Strip your case down to the bones and install elements when and as you need them with our modular design.
The level 20 GT RGB features modular panels, racks, brackets, and pre-design mounting arrays. No more
unreachable screw corners or gaps, installation can be a breeze with our Dismantlable Modular Design.

Specifications
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Model

Level 20 GT RGB Plus edition

P/N

CA-1K9-00F1WN-01

Case Type

Full Tower

Dimension (H x W x D)

580 x 294 x 592 mm
(22.9 x 11.6 x 23.3 inch)

Net Weight

20.1 kg / 44.31 lb

Side Panel

5mm Tempered Glass x 4 (Left & Right & Front & Top)

Color

Exterior & Interior : Black

Material

SPCC

Cooling System

Rear (exhaust) :
200 x 200 x 30 mm Riing Plus RGB fan
(500 – 1000rpm, 29.2dBA) x2
Front (intake) :
140 x 140 x 25 mm Riing Plus RGB fan
(500 – 1400rpm, 28dBA)

Drive Bays
-Accessible
-Hidden

2.5” x 4 or 3.5”x4 (HDD Rack)
2.5”x 6 or 3.5” x 3

Expansion Slots
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Motherboards

6.7” x 6.7” (Mini ITX), 9.6” x 9.6” (Micro ATX), 12” x 9.6” (ATX), 12” x 13”(E-ATX)

I/O Port

USB 3.0 x 2, USB 2.0 x 2, HD Audio x 1, Type-C x 1

PSU

Standard PS2 PSU (optional)
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Fan Support

Front:
3 x 120mm, 3 x 140mm, 2 x 200mm
Top:
3 x 120mm, 3 x 140mm, 2 x 200mm
Rear:
1 x 120mm, 1 x 140mm
Bottom:
2 x 120mm

Radiator Support

Front:
1 x 360mm, 1 x 420mm, 1 x 360mm(For 200mm fan)
Top:
1 x 360mm, 1 x 420mm, 1 x 360mm(For 200mm fan)
Rear:
1 x 120mm, 1 x 140mm
Right:
1 x 360mm, 1 x 420mm (AIO: 1 x360mm, 1 x 280mm)
Bottom:
1 x 240mm

Clearance

CPU cooler height limitation:
200mm
VGA length limitation:
310mm(With HDD Rack)
410mm(Without HDD Rack)
PSU length limitation:
220mm (Without Bottom Fan)

* Specifications are subject to change without notice.
* The product picture(s) is only for your reference, it may differ from the actual product.

Additional Information
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Brand

Thermaltake

SKU

CA-1K9-00F1WN-01

Weight

60.0000

Color

Black

Chassis Form Factor

Full Tower

Side Panel

Window

Material

Steel

PSU Wattage

No PSU
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